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Abstract

Objective: An important source of error in arterial spin labeling (ASL) is incomplete static tissue subtraction due to imperfect slice profiles.

This effect can be reduced by saturating the spins in the imaging area prior to labeling. In this study, the use of optimized presaturation is

compared with the use of optimized RF pulses for minimizing this error.

Materials and Methods: Different methods for optimizing presaturation were simulated by numerical solution of the Bloch equation.

Presaturation was optimized by changing the number of presaturation pulses, their position in the pulse sequence and the area of the crusher

gradients following each saturation pulse. It was also investigated whether the use of optimized presaturation could reduce the tag gap needed

to ensure complete static tissue subtraction. Simulation results were verified using phantom and in vivo studies at 3T.

Results: In proximal inversion with control for off-resonance effects, optimized presaturation could reduce the necessary tag gap to 15% of

the imaging slab for experiments using standard RF pulses, while c-FOCI RF pulses could reduce it to 11%. In flow-sensitive alternating

inversion recovery, a single presaturation pulse could reduce the inversion width to 122% of the imaging slab and neither multiple

presaturation pulses nor optimized RF pulses could reduce it further.

Conclusion: Optimized presaturation can reduce the necessary inversion width to the same level as if using optimized RF pulses and

can, therefore, be used to optimize ASL sensitivity. Furthermore, optimized presaturation can reduce the B1-dependent sensitivity in static

tissue subtraction.

D 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is becoming an established

method for performing noninvasive perfusion measurements

in vivo. There are numerous ASL techniques, and most

approaches acquire two images: a tag image in which

arterial spins proximal to the area of interest are tagged or

labeled by inversion and a control image where the arterial

spins are not inverted. In one approach, proximal inversion

with control for off-resonance effects (PICORE) [1], the tag

image is acquired after inverting the spins in a slab proximal

to imaging slab. The control experiment is performed in the

same way, but here, the slice-select gradient is turned off

during the inversion pulse, making it off resonance. In flow-
0730-725X/$ – see front matter D 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) [2], the tag

experiment is performed by nonselectively inverting every-

thing in the coil. The control experiment is performed by

selectively inverting the tissue and blood in the imaging

slab [3].

The difference between the tag and control images is

perfusion weighted and is on the order of 1% of the equi-

librium magnetization. Even small systematic differences

between the images can, therefore, lead to significant errors

in the estimation of the perfusion.

Frank et al. have shown that a large amount of error is

due to imperfect slice profiles [4]. Nonideal inversion

pulses can affect the spins in the imaging area, resulting

in a systematic difference between the tag and control image

that is not related to perfusion [4,5]. The effect of imperfect

slice profiles can be reduced by introducing a gap (tag gap)

between the inversion and imaging slabs in PICORE or by

increasing the width of the slice-selective inversion slab in
aging 24 (2006) 1229–1240



Table 1

Position of saturation pulses in the sequence and crusher gradient areas

(in mT/md ms) used in Simulation 1

Simulation RF pulse order First crusher Second crusher

1A, 2 presats 908–908–1808 0–80 0–80

1B, presat/postsat 908–1808–908 0–80 0–160

1C, 2 postsats 1808–908–908 0–160 0–80
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FAIR. However, introducing such a gap results in an

increased transit delay (the delay from the time of tagging

the arterial blood until it reaches the tissue of interest).

During this transit delay, the tagged bolus of blood

undergoes T1 relaxation, which reduces the perfusion

weighting [6].

Previous studies have focused on the use of optimized

RF pulses for inversion in order to reduce the minimum

tag gap needed to ensure complete static tissue subtraction

[4–7]. An alternative is to use presaturation, where the

magnetization in the imaging area is saturated immedi-

ately before tagging arterial blood, thereby reducing non-

perfusion-related differences between the tag and control

images. The efficacy of the presaturation can be increased

by using multiple presaturation pulses. However, previous

experiments have shown that increasing the number of

presaturation pulses may also lead to a large systematic

difference (referred to as an offset) between the tag and

control images [8]. This offset is caused by the interactions

between RF pulses: for example, remaining transverse

magnetization after one RF pulse can be rotated into the

longitudinal direction by the following RF pulse and affect

the resulting magnetization profile.

In this study, the effect of changing the position of the

presaturation pulses in the sequence, their number and the

size of the crusher gradient following each RF pulse is

investigated. Furthermore, the B1 sensitivity of each

approach is investigated. Results are compared with the

effect of using optimized inversion pulses.
2. Methods

This study includes simulations as well as phantom and

in vivo experiments. As the number of parameters that can

be investigated in vivo is restricted by the total scanning

time, simulations were run to explore which parameters
Table 2

RF pulses and parameters

Abbreviation Saturation pulse Inversion pulse

2A, Sinc/HS Hanning filtered sinc pulses

(T =12.8 ms, BW=1250 Hz)

HS (T =15 ms,

2B, SLR/HS Hamming filtered SLR pulse

(908 MP, T =10.24 ms, BW=2000 Hz,

PBR 0.04%, RBR 0.1%)

HS (T =15 ms,

2C, Sinc/FOCI Hanning filtered sinc pulses

(T =12.8 ms, BW=1250 Hz)

FOCI ( P=10,

MP, maximum phase; REF, refocused; PBR, passband ripple; RBR, rejection ban

FOCI, c-shape frequency offset corrected inversion [14]; SLR, Shinnar Le Roux
were likely to have an effect on the minimum tag gap. The

results were then verified in phantoms, and finally, the use

of optimized presaturation was tested in vivo to see if it

could reduce the minimum tag gap, hence increasing the

signal in ASL measurements.

Saturation pulses placed immediately before the inver-

sion pulse will, in the following, be referred to as presat

pulses, while saturation pulses placed immediately after the

inversion pulse will be referred to as postsat pulses. The

width of the saturation slab was the imaging slab plus the

tag gap, which centers the edge of the saturation slab

between the edges of the imaging and inversion slabs.

The efficacy of presaturation was tested with different

positions of the presaturation pulses in the sequence, and the

results were compared with simulations using optimized

RF pulses.

2.1. Simulations

Static tissue subtraction can be improved by using either

presaturation or optimized RF pulses. Simulations can be

used to investigate the effects of the order of presaturation

pulses (Simulation 1), to show differences between different

RF pulses (Simulation 2), to show if optimized presaturation

can reduce the necessary tag gap (Simulation 3), to compare

optimized presaturation to the use of optimized RF pulses

(Simulation 4) and to investigate the B1 sensitivity of the

different presaturation strategies (Simulation 5).

Simulation of the effect of the RF pulses was performed

by numerical solution of the Bloch equation in Matlab 6.5

(The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The magnetiza-

tion profile across the slice after the application of the RF

pulses was calculated, and the integral of the transverse

magnetization over the profile was used as an estimate of

the signal that would be measured in an ASL experiment.

The magnetization was assumed to be in equilibrium before

each acquisition; that is, a long TR was assumed.

All simulations were carried out using five 5-mm slices

with an interslice gap of 10%, giving an imaging slab of

27 mm. These parameters were chosen as they are often

used in vivo.

Although the simulations were done for specific values of

slice thickness, inversion slab thickness and so on, the

problem is highly scalable and generalizable. In FAIR, all the

RF pulses are centered on the imaging slab, and multiplying
Imaging pulse

l =10, b =800 Hz) Hanning filtered sinc pulse

(T =5.12 ms, BW=2031 Hz)

l =10, b =800 Hz) Hamming filtered SLR pulse

(908 REF, T =5.12 ms, BW=2000 Hz,

PBR 0.04%, RBR 0.1%)

T =15 ms, l =10, b =800 Hz) Hanning filtered sinc pulse

(T =5.12 ms, BW=2031 Hz)

d ripple.

[15,16]; T, pulse duration; P, FOCI multiplication factor.



Table 3

Optimal and suboptimal crusher gradient areas for PICORE selected from Simulation 1 (in mT/md ms)

Simulation RF pulse order Optimal crusher areas Suboptimal crusher areas

First Second Third First Second Third

3A, no presats 1808 82.8 – – – – –

3B, 1 presat 908–1808 41.4 82.8 – – – –

3C, 2 presats 908–908–1808 17.8 50.1 82.8 43.1 43.1 82.8

3D/, presat/postsat 908–1808–908 43.1 82.8 41.4 20.0 28.0 41.4

3E, 2 postsats 1808–908–908 80.0 43.1 41.4 43.1 43.1 41.4
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slice thickness and saturation and inversion slab thicknesses

by a constant does not change the geometry. This is done by

reducing the gradients during the RF pulses, and one must

reduce the crusher gradients by the same factor. Changing

the number of slices, in principle, changes the geometry of

the problem, but as long as the slice thickness is much

smaller than the imaging slab thickness, this is not expected

to play a major role in the degree of static tissue subtraction.

For PICORE, the results are slightly less generalizable since

the inversion slab is adjacent to the imaging slab. However,

the problem is perfectly scalable by changing the slice

thickness, tag gap, inversion slab thickness and crusher

gradients by the same factor. Changing the number of slices

without changing slice thickness, on the other hand, changes

the imaging and saturation slab thicknesses, which changes

the interaction between the inversion and saturation slab

profiles. This could be partly overcome by adjusting the tag

gap and inversion slab thickness by the same factor as the

number of slices.

The following five simulations were performed to

explore the dependence of the degree of static tissue

subtraction on specific presaturation parameters, including

pulse position in the sequence and crusher gradients as well

as the choice of RF pulses.

2.1.1. Simulation 1: presaturation pulse order

The purpose of this simulation was to explore the effect

of the area of the crusher gradients that follow the

presaturation and inversion pulses, as well as to study the

effect of changing the position of the presaturation pulses in

the sequence.

Two presaturation pulses were used and were placed

immediately before inversion (two presats), immediately

after inversion (two postsats) or one before and one after

inversion (prestat/postsat; see Table 1). The crusher gradient
Table 4

Optimal and suboptimal crusher gradient areas for FAIR selected from Simulatio

Simulation RF pulse order Optimal crusher areas

First Secon

4A, no presats 1808 82.8 –

4B, 1 presat 908–1808 41.4 82.8

4C, 2 presats 908–908–1808 59.6 24.8

4D, presat/postsat 908–1808–908 35.2 99.4

4E, 2 postsats 1808–908–908 99.4 35.2
after the last RF pulse is not important since any remaining

transverse magnetization naturally decays due to T2

relaxation during the inversion time TI, where TINT2.

The simulation was run for PICORE with a tag gap of

18.5% of the imaging slab (5 mm) and for FAIR with an

inversion slab that was 137% of the imaging slab (37 mm).

The RF pulses used for presaturation were Hanning filtered

sinc pulses [12.8 ms, bandwidth (BW)=1250 Hz]; the

inversion pulse was a hyperbolic secant (HS) pulse (15 ms,

l=10, b=800 Hz [9]), and the imaging pulse was a

Hanning filtered sinc pulse (5.12 ms, BW=2031 Hz).

2.1.2. Simulation 2: comparison with optimized RF pulses

The purpose of this simulation was to investigate how the

choice of RF pulses used for inversion, saturation and

imaging affects the offset between the signals in the tag and

control experiments. Simulation 1 was repeated using

different RF pulses. The RF pulses used are listed in

Table 2. The Shinnar le Roux (SLR) pulses were designed

using the program Matpulse [10] with the parameters listed

in the table.

2.1.3. Simulation 3: effect of optimal presaturation on the

minimal tag gap

This simulation was run to investigate if the use of

optimized presaturation could reduce the minimal tag gap

required to ensure complete static tissue subtraction.

Simulations were performed, stepping the tag gap from 0%

to 74% of the imaging slab (0 to 20 mm) for PICORE and

stepping the inversion/imaging slab ratio from 100% to

248% (27–67 mm) for FAIR experiments. Crusher gradient

areas were selected from Simulation 1 in the regions showing

the lowest offset. The RF pulses used were sinc/HS as

shown in Table 2 (Simulation 2A). The used crusher areas

are listed in Tables 3 and 4 under optimal crusher areas.
n 1 (in mT/md ms)

Suboptimal crusher areas

d Third First Second Third

– – – –

– – – –

82.8 43.1 50.1 82.8

41.4 21.9 19.9 41.4

41.4 19.9 31.9 41.4



Fig. 1. Presaturation pulse order. This figure shows the offset relative to M0 obtained in Simulation 1 as a function of crusher gradient areas (mT/m ! ms). The

presaturation position is shown on the left, and the labeling method is shown at the top. The red line in the top left panel indicates the crushers used for

validation in Phantom Experiment 1 (Fig. 6).
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2.1.4. Simulation 4: effect of optimized RF pulses on the

minimum tag gap

To further investigate the benefit of using optimized RF

pulses combined with presaturation, we ran a simulation

using different RF pulses for presaturation, inversion and

imaging (Table 2) in FAIR and PICORE experiments with

two presats. To highlight the difference between the

different RF pulses, we ran the simulation using optimal

and suboptimal crusher areas (Tables 3, Simulation 3C, and

4, Simulation 4C). The tag gap was stepped from 0% to

74% of the imaging slab (0–20 mm). The suboptimal

crusher areas were selected from Simulation 1 in areas

showing a large offset.

2.1.5. Simulation 5: effect of B1 inhomogeneity

This simulation was run to investigate the dependence of

the offset on B1 (RF field) inhomogeneities, which are

always present, especially at high field. Errors in the B1

field, for example, due to dielectric effects, are expected to

affect the slice profiles and flip angles of all the RF pulses

used, thereby affecting the offset. The simulation was run

using the RF pulses listed in Table 2 and optimal and

suboptimal crusher areas in a PICORE experiment, with

different ordering of the RF pulses (Table 3). The actual B1
value was stepped from 80% to 120% of the nominal size. A

tag gap of 18.5% of the imaging slab (5 mm) was used in

the simulations.

2.2. Phantom and in vivo experiments

Phantom experiments were included to verify key results

of the simulations. The phantom used did not include

any flow, which means that the offset between the tag

and control image can be directly compared with the

simulated offset.

All phantom and in vivo experiments were performed on

a Siemens Magnetom Trio 3-T scanner (Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany). The RF pulses used in the ASL sequences were

Hanning filtered sinc pulses for imaging and presaturation

and HS pulses for inversion (Table 2, Simulation 2A). All

experiments were acquired with a 64�64 matrix and single-

shot GE-EPI readout.

2.2.1. Phantom Experiment 1

The purpose of the first phantom experiment was to

verify the results of Simulation 1A. A cylindrical, homog-

enous, Gd-doped agarose gel phantom with T1=1204

and T2=90 ms was used. PICORE experiments with two

presat pulses were performed while stepping the first



Fig. 2. Changing RF pulses. The calculated offset relative to M0 as a

function of the crusher gradient areas (mT/m ! ms) following the presat

pulses for the case of two presats and a tag gap of 18.5%. Three

combinations of RF pulses were used in the simulations (Table 2). Note that

the top two plots are the same as shown in Fig. 1.
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presat crusher gradient area from 30 to 55 mT/mdms. The

second presat pulse had a fixed crusher gradient area of

41.41 mT/mdms, while the inversion crusher area was

82.82 mT/mdms.

The acquisition parameters for the PICORE experiments

were 28 acquisitions (14 tag and 14 control), TE/TI/TR=20/

1000/5000 ms, five 5-mm slices with a 10% slice gap

between slices. The tag gap was 18.5% of the imaging slab

(5 mm). To correct for M0 differences, we acquired an M0

image with 11 acquisitions, 64�64 matrix, TE/TI/TR=20/

7500/8000 ms.

ASL magnetization difference (DM) images were

calculated as the mean difference between the control

and tag images. The DM images directly reveal the degree

of static tissue subtraction since there is no perfusion in the

phantom. Two regions of interest (ROIs) were defined by

thresholding the M0 images based on pixel intensity. The

calculated DM values were averaged over the two ROIs

and were normalized by the mean M0 values (over the

same ROIs).

One of the ROIs was selected centrally (n=284 pixels) and

the other peripherally (n=284 pixels) to assess the effect of
B1 inhomogeneities on the measured offset, and the results

were compared with the results from Simulation 5.

2.2.2. Phantom Experiment 2

The purpose of this experiment was to verify that

optimized presaturation can reduce the minimum tag gap

needed to assure complete static tissue subtraction, as well

as to verify the results from Simulation 3A.

PICORE measurements were acquired with two presat

pulses (crusher areas listed in Table 3), 22 acquisitions

(11 tag and 11 control), TE/TI/TR=20/1000/5000 ms, five

5-mm slices (10% slice gap). The tag gap was stepped from

0% to 74% of the imaging slab. An M0 image was acquired

as in Phantom Experiment 1.

2.2.3. In Vivo Experiment 1

In order to evaluate the effect of the choice of crusher

gradients on the degree of static tissue subtraction in

perfusion measurements in vivo, we scanned four subjects

using PICORE (age range, 23–30 years; one female) and

four subjects using FAIR (age range, 27–31 years; two

females) with the values for pre- and postsat crusher gradient

areas listed in Tables 3 and 4). Ten 5-mm slices with a 10%

interslice gap (54.5 mm imaging slab) were acquired with

120 acquisitions (60 tag and 60 control images), TE/TI/TR=

20/1200/2000 ms, BW=2604 Hz/pixel, and in addition,

M0 single-shot EPI images were acquired (one acquisition).

To reduce effects of motion between experiments, we ac-

quiredM0 images after each two acquisitions of ASL images.

PICORE scans were performed with a tag gap of 9% and 18%

of the imaging slab (5 and 10 mm). FAIR scans were

performed with an inversion slab of 118% and 137% (64.5

and 74.5 mm). In order to estimate the magnitude of the offset

in the measured perfusion images, we acquired a reference

perfusion map, where no offset was expected. This map was

acquired using two presats with optimal crusher values and a

tag gap of 24% of the imaging slab for PICORE (13 mm) and

an inversion slab of 148% of the imaging slab for FAIR

(80.5 mm). The use of a large tag gap was designed to ensure

that the effect of imperfect slice profiles was negligible.

ROIs were drawn for each subject in anterior and posterior

gray and white matter in the most inferior three slices on the

M0 images. As there was some motion during the experi-

ments, the ROIs were drawn conservatively to make sure that

they only contained white or gray matter in all the acquired

images. The acquired reference perfusion image was sub-

tracted from all other perfusion images to give estimates of

the offset, and the resulting images were normalized by the

M0 image acquired closest temporally to each perfusion

image. The calculated offset was averaged for each ROI over

subjects. The results were tested for significance using a

Student’s t test. The significance level used was 5%.

2.2.4. In Vivo Experiment 2

In order to estimate the minimum tag gap needed to

ensure complete static tissue subtraction in vivo when using



Fig. 3. Effect of changing the number/position of presaturation pulses. The calculated offset relative to M0 as a function of gap for different number and

placement of the presaturation pulses (see legend). The simulation results are plotted both for a PICORE experiment (A) and a FAIR experiment (B). The RF

pulses used were HS/Sinc (Table 2, Simulation 2A). Crusher gradient areas are listed in Tables 3 and 4 (optimal).
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optimal presaturation, we scanned four healthy volunteers

(23–30 years; two females) using a PICORE sequence with

two presats (using crusher areas listed in Table 3, Simulation

3C). The tag gap was stepped from 2% to 37% of the

imaging slab (1–20 mm).

Ten 5-mm slices with an interslice gap of 10% (imaging

slab, 54.5 mm) were acquired with 120 acquisitions (60 tag

and 60 control images), TE/TI/TR=20/1000/2000 ms,

BW=2604 Hz/pixel. In addition, M0 single-shot EPI images

were acquired (one acquisition). To reduce misregistration

effects due to motion between experiments, we acquired

M0 images after each two acquisitions of ASL images.

ROIs were drawn as in Experiment 1. The acquired

perfusion images were normalized using the M0 image

acquired closest temporally to each perfusion image. The

perfusion data were averaged for each ROI over all subjects.
Fig. 4. Effect of using optimized RF pulses. The calculated offset relative to M

combinations. Panels A and B are results for a PICORE experiment, while Panels C

Tables 3 (Simulation 3C) and 4 (Simulation 4C).
3. Results

All simulations and phantom and in vivo experiments

were run with multiple slices; however, as the offset

resulting from imperfect slice profiles is largest in the most

proximal slice, mostly, results from that slice are described.

In the in vivo PICORE experiments, the remaining slices

showed similar but reduced offsets, while in FAIR, the

offset was reduced in the middle slices and similar in the

bottom and top slices.

3.1. Simulations

3.1.1. Simulation 1

The results of Simulation 1 with a tag gap of 18.5%

are shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows that for two presats

or presat/postsat, using equal crusher gradient areas after
0 as a function of the gap for different RF pulses and crusher gradient

and D are those for a FAIR experiment. Crusher gradient areas are listed in



Fig. 5. Effect of B1 inhomogeneity. Calculated offset of M0 (in percentage)

is shown as a function of B1 amplitude (RF power) in a PICORE

experiment for different number and placement of presaturation pulses. The

results of using both optimal (opt) and suboptimal (sub) crusher gradient

combinations are plotted. Sinc/HS RF pulses were used (Table 2,

Simulation 2A).

ig. 6. Verification of simulation results. Offset relative to M0 as a function

f the presat crusher area in a PICORE experiment with two presats. The

sert shows the two different ROIs used overlaid on the phantom. The

nge of crusher gradients used is illustrated as a red line in the top left

anel of Fig. 1.
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the first two RF pulses results in a large offset of about

1% of M0. When using two postsats, a large offset is

observed when Apost=0.25�Ainv for PICORE and Apost=

0.25�Ainv�5 mT/md ms for FAIR (A, crusher gradient area;

post, first postsaturation pulse; inv, inversion pulse).

Furthermore, it is seen that for presat/postsat, using a

crusher gradient resulting in less than 20 phase rolls over the

imaging slab after the inversion pulse results in a large offset

regardless of the crusher gradient area after the presat pulse.

To avoid a large offset, the difference between successive

crusher gradient areas should be ~30% in PICORE experi-

ments and ~50% in FAIR experiments.

The simulation was also run with a tag gap of

37% of the imaging slab (10 mm) using PICORE (not

shown), and the results were similar although the offset

was smaller.

3.1.2. Simulation 2

Fig. 2 shows the calculated offset for three combinations

of RF pulses for the case of two presats and a tag gap of

18.5% of the imaging slab (5 mm). The offset is plotted as a

function of the crusher gradient areas. A large offset is seen

when the crusher areas in the sinc/HS and SLR/HS

simulations are equal, while a very small offset is observed

at other combinations. When using sinc/FOCI in the

PICORE experiment, there is almost no offset regardless

of the size of the crushers. In the FAIR simulation, the

offset is large when the second presat crusher gradient area

is 7 mT/mdms lower than the second presat crusher. The

simulations for two postsats and presat/postsat showed

similar results for the sinc/HS and SLR/HS experiments.

Another simulation using presat and postsat (data not shown)

showed an offset of up to 8% of M0 using sinc/FOCI for
small presat crusher areas when using either PICORE or

FAIR labeling. This offset was independent of the area of

the crusher gradient following the inversion pulse.

3.1.3. Simulation 3

Fig. 3 shows the results of Simulation 3. The figure plots

the calculated offset as a function of tag gap/inversion slab

thickness ratio for different presaturation schemes. It is

clearly seen that the offset is reduced by presaturation. For

PICORE, it can be further reduced by using multiple

presaturation pulses. For FAIR, the use of multiple pre-

saturation pulses does not result in a reduction in the offset

compared with the use of one presaturation pulse.

3.1.4. Simulation 4

Fig. 4 shows the effect of using different RF pulses on

the offset as a function of tag gap/inversion slab thickness.

Panels A and C show the offset when using optimal crusher

gradient areas, while Panels B and D show it for suboptimal

crusher gradient areas. Optimal crusher gradient areas are

defined as combinations of crusher gradient areas giving a

minimal offset in Fig. 2, while suboptimal crusher gradient

areas are combinations giving a large offset. There is little

difference in the observed offset between the RF pulses

when using optimal presaturation while there is a large

difference when using suboptimal crusher gradient areas.

The FOCI inversion pulse is less sensitive to suboptimal

crusher areas than the other combinations in the PICORE

experiment, while it is very sensitive to suboptimal crusher

areas in the FAIR experiment. In the FAIR experiment using

optimized presaturation, all RF pulse combinations show a

slight offset, which will not be detectable in vivo.

3.1.5. Simulation 5

Fig. 5 shows the offset of M0 (in percentage) as a

function of B1 amplitude for different positions of the
F

o

in

ra

p



Fig. 7. Offset versus tag gap. Measured and simulated offset relative to M0 as a function of tag gap. Panel A shows the results for optimal crusher gradient area

combinations, while Panel B shows the results for suboptimal combinations (see Table 3, Simulation 3A). Error bars show S.E.M. within the ROIs.
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presaturation pulses, as well as for different crusher gradient

area combinations, in a PICORE experiment with RF

pulses, as shown in Table 2 (Simulation 2A). It is clear

that the use of two presat pulses with suboptimal crusher

areas results in a large B1-dependent offset. The B1

dependence of the offset is diminished for optimal crusher

gradient area combinations. The other RF pulse combina-

tions shown in Table 2 were also simulated. When using
Fig. 8. Difference between images acquired with optimal/suboptimal crusher gradi

a function of slice number for a PICORE experiment with presat/postsat. A: Optim

9%. C: Optimal crushers; tag gap, 18%. D: Suboptimal crushers; tag gap, 18% (
SLR pulses for presaturation and imaging, the offset was

close to zero and constant across B1 amplitudes except for

the suboptimal crusher areas in the simulation with two

presats where it was 0.25% at most. When using the FOCI

pulse for inversion, all pulses had offsets below 0.02%

regardless what the B1 amplitude was; however, the sub-

optimal crusher area combinations still showed a slightly

larger offset than the optimal ones.
ent area combinations and reference image (i.e., the offset) divided by M0 as

al crusher; tag gap, 9% of the imaging slab. B: Suboptimal crushers; tag gap,

see Table 3).



Fig. 9. Difference between images acquired with optimal/suboptimal crusher areas and reference image (i.e., the offset) divided by M0 as a function of slice

number for a FAIR experiment with presat/postsat. A: Optimal crusher; inversion width, 118% of the imaging slab. B: Suboptimal crushers; inversion width,

118%. C: Optimal crushers; inversion width, 137%. D: Suboptimal crushers; inversion width, 137% (see Table 4).

Table 5

Offset relative to M0 (%) between perfusion-weighted images and reference

image for different presaturation schemes as well as both optimal and

suboptimal crusher gradient area combinations

Experiment PICORE FAIR

Optimal Suboptimal Optimal Suboptimal

5A, no presat 1.2 (0.15) N/A 0.5 (0.14) N/A

5B, 1 presat 0.8 (0.28)4 N/A 0.3 (0.16)4 N/A

5C, 2 presats 0.4 (0.08)4 0.5 (0.22)4 0.2 (0.18)y 0.3 (0.18)4

5D, presat/postsat 0.4 (0.11)4 0.3 (0.08)4 0.3 (0.10) 2.1 (1.35)

5E, 2 postsats 0.4 (0.08)y 0.6 (0.39)y 0.2 (0.11)4 0.2 (0.08)4

Data are averages (S.D.) from four subjects.

4 Significantly different from no presat (5A; P b.05).

y Significantly different from 1 presat (5B) and no presat (5A; P b.05).
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3.2. Phantom and In Vivo Experiments

3.2.1. Phantom Experiment 1

Fig. 6 shows the offset relative to M0 averaged over two

ROIs as a function of the first presat crusher gradient area in

a PICORE experiment with two presats (ROIs shown in the

insert). The range of crusher gradient areas is illustrated as a

profile in Fig. 1. These results confirm that the simulations

(black curve) and phantom experiments (red and blue curve)

are in agreement. They also show that the offset between the

tag and control image is different in the central and

peripheral parts of the phantom. This confirms the B1

dependence of the offset when using suboptimal crusher

gradient area combinations found in Simulation 5.

3.2.2. Phantom Experiment 2

Fig. 7 shows both the measured (from the central ROI)

and simulated offsets relative to M0 as a function of the tag

gap in a PICORE experiment with two presats. The offset is

lower for optimal crusher gradient area combinations than

for suboptimal combinations for tag gaps less than 50% of

the imaging slab. The figure also shows good agreement

between simulations and phantom experiments.

3.2.3. In Vivo Experiment 1

Fig. 8 shows the offset measured in vivo in a typical

subject using a PICORE sequence with presat/postsat for

both optimal and suboptimal crusher gradient area combi-

nations as well as two different tag gaps. It is seen that the

optimal crusher gradient combinations give a small positive

offset at 9% tag gap in the inferior slices (A), while the

suboptimal crusher gradient area combinations give a

negative offset in the superior slices (B). At a gap of

18%, the optimal and suboptimal crusher gradient area

combinations give similar results and the difference between

the measured images and the reference is very small.
Fig. 9 shows the offset measured in vivo in a typical

subject using a FAIR sequence with presat/postsat for both

optimal and suboptimal crusher gradient area combinations

as well as two different tag gaps. It is clear from the figure

that in the FAIR experiment, the perfusion images are very

different for the optimal and suboptimal crusher gradient

area combinations where a very large offset is seen when

using suboptimal gradient area combinations. This offset

even oscillates in sign over slices.

Table 5 lists the mean offset and standard deviation over

subjects in the posterior gray matter ROI. Results for the

other ROIs were similar.

As seen in the table, almost all experiments using

presaturation (5B–E) were significantly different from

experiments with no presat (5A) except for the presat/

postsat FAIR experiment (5D).

None of the experiments showed a significant differ-

ence between the use of optimal and suboptimal crusher

areas when using multiple presaturation pulses. The FAIR

experiment using suboptimal crushers and presat/postsat

(5D) shows a large offset (2.1% of M0) that is not signi-



Fig. 10. Effect of using optimal crusher areas in vivo. Difference signal relative to M0 for different tag gaps in a posterior gray matter ROI. The offset is plotted

for each subject scanned using optimal crusher gradient area combinations (left) and suboptimal crusher gradient area combinations (right).
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ficantly different from using no presat or one presat. This is

caused by the large S.D. between subjects (1.35%), which is

because the offset is different for a given slice across subjects.

3.2.4. In Vivo Experiment 2

The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 10 where

the measured ASL difference signal averaged over a

posterior gray matter ROI is plotted as a function of tag

gap. Panel A shows the results using optimal crusher

gradient area combinations, while Panel B shows them for

suboptimal combinations. The results were similar in the

rest of the ROIs except that the perfusion signal was lower

in the white matter than the gray matter. In Panel A, the

perfusion signal decreases as a function of tag gap, which is

expected as the increase in tag gap will result in an increased

transit time, resulting in less inverted blood reaching the

imaging area when the tag gap is increased. A small peak is

seen at a 22% tag gap (12 mm), which was not seen in the

phantom experiments. The suboptimal crusher gradient area

combination experiment shows large fluctuations in the

signal over subjects, in agreement with higher B1 sensitivity

for suboptimal crushers. Subject 3, however, shows results

that are quite similar to the results obtained using optimal

crusher gradient area combinations.
4. Discussion

4.1. Presaturation

This study has confirmed that presaturation in ASL

experiments may lead to improved static tissue subtrac-

tion compared with experiments without presaturation.
Furthermore, it has been found that the use of multiple

saturation pulses, each followed by crusher gradients, can

enhance the effect of presaturation (especially two postsats

for PICORE and two presats for FAIR) but may also result

in large offsets between the tag and control image that are

not perfusion related (Fig. 1). These offsets are caused by

unwanted refocused coherence pathways (stimulated ech-

oes). The offset is particularly large if the first two succes-

sive crusher gradients have equal areas in experiments using

two presats or prestat/postsat.

Poor selection of presaturation crusher gradient areas can

lead to large offsets (Fig. 9 and Table 5, Experiment 5D).

The PICORE experiment shows a larger difference between

the reference image and the 9% tag gap than the reference

image and the 18% tag gap (Fig. 8). This is most likely

caused by more labeled blood reaching the imaging slab as a

result of the reduced transit time.

In vivo, it was shown that the use of presaturation pulses

could reduce the offset in almost all experiments. Using

multiple presaturation pulses appears to reduce the offset

(Table 5). However, with the number of subjects investi-

gated here, there was only a significant difference between

using one presat and multiple presaturation pulses for two

postsats in PICORE and two presats in FAIR.

4.2. Changing the position of the presaturation pulses

Changing the position of the presaturation pulses has an

effect on which crusher area combination should be avoided

(Fig. 1). However, if the crusher areas are selected carefully,

there is not much resultant difference. This was further

confirmed in Fig. 3, which shows that changing the position

of the presaturation pulses does not significantly reduce the
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minimum tag gap in either FAIR or PICORE. However,

multiple presaturation pulses do reduce the minimum tag

gap in the simulations.

4.3. Specialized RF pulses

When using optimized inversion and imaging RF pulses,

the use of multiple presaturation pulses can still cause a

large offset if the crusher areas are selected poorly as shown

in Fig. 2. However, in a PICORE simulation using sinc/

FOCI, the offset is very small regardless of the choice of

crusher gradient areas. These results were confirmed in a

simulation comparing the use of optimal and suboptimal

crusher areas while stepping the tag gap (Fig. 4).

A study by Yongbi et al. [6] has shown that the necessary

inversion width in a FAIR experiment was 240% and 130%

of the imaging slab for HS inversion and c-FOCI inversion,

respectively. Our simulations suggest that the necessary

inversion width can be reduced to 122% of the imaging slab

when using standard HS inversion pulses combined with

optimal presaturation in a FAIR experiment.

4.4. B1 inhomogeneity

The offset between the tag and control image was shown

to vary with the size of B1 (Figs. 5 and 6). When using

suboptimal crusher areas, the offset is up to 0.5% of M0,

which is on the order of the perfusion signal. As B1

inhomogeneity increases with field strength, this error is

expected to be worse in high-field MR systems.

Depending on the used RF coil, B1 amplitude can vary

with position, and as the offset also varies with B1

amplitude, this can lead to spatially dependent errors in

the measured perfusion images. The use of optimal crusher

areas, however, reduces this sensitivity, which is in

agreement with previous findings [11].

4.5. Validity of offset estimation in vivo

It is difficult to estimate how much of the difference

between the tag and control images in vivo comes from per-

fusion and how much comes from the non-perfusion-related

offset. In this study, we used subtraction of a reference scan

to give an estimate of the offset. However, with increasing

tag gap, the transit delay (time from labeling until the blood

reaches the imaging slab) will also increase, which means

that the perfusion-related signal will be different for different

tag gaps. However, as seen in Fig. 10, the offset versus tag

gap curve has a very quick descending component, as well as

a slowly decreasing component. The slow decrease is most

likely caused by differences in transit time, while the fast

decrease can be attributed to non-perfusion-related differ-

ences (offsets).

An alternative approach for estimating the offset would

be to inject Gd-DTPA, which reduces the T1 value of blood.

This causes rapid relaxation of the arterial tag during the

transit time and eliminates most of the perfusion signal [6].

Due to the invasive nature of this approach, it was not used

in this study.
4.6. Effect in vivo

Reducing the gap between the inversion and imaging

area minimizes the transit times and results in an increase in

the perfusion signal. A decrease in transit time not only

increases the amount of tagged blood that has reached the

imaging slice but also allows for shorter inversion times,

which increases the signal as the tagged blood bolus will

have undergone less T1 relaxation.

This is important if quantitative imaging of perfusion

using a single subtraction (QUIPSS) II [12] is used to

acquire quantitative images, as one of the requirements for

QUIPSS II is that TI2 must be larger than the sum of TI1 and

the transit time.

It could also be important in clinical scanners with low

field strength and in ASL functional MRI (fMRI). A

previous study has shown that reducing this gap from 10

to 5 mm more than doubles the number of significantly

activated pixels in ASL fMRI [13]. In the previous study,

the reduction of the gap was made possible by estimating

the offset caused by incomplete static tissue subtraction. In

this study, static tissue subtraction was improved by the use

of multiple saturation pulses.
5. Conclusion

Using simulations as well as phantom and in vivo

studies, we demonstrate in this work that optimization of

presaturation can be used to minimize the required gap

between inversion and imaging slabs in pulsed ASL

experiments, which can lead to significant increases in

sensitivity. Minimizing the gap is especially important in

fMRI studies where sensitivity is a critical issue.

This study has shown that the gap between inversion and

imaging slabs using PICORE can be reduced to 15% of the

imaging slab. In FAIR, the inversion slab can be reduced to

122% of the imaging slab. However, care must also be taken

when using multiple saturation pulses since poor selection of

crusher gradient areas can lead to large non-perfusion-related

offsets. It was also shown that the use of optimal saturation

and inversion with sinc and HS RF pulses can give equally

good static tissue subtraction as the use of FOCI inversion

RF pulses or SLR saturation and imaging RF pulses.
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